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1

FOREWORD: BROWNFIELDS

1

The issues of remediation, regeneration and
redevelopment of underused, abandoned,
derelict, and often contaminated lands and
premises (so-called “brownfields”) have
recently become one of the greatest
challenges for municipal planners and
developers.
Brownfields are the results of economic
restructuring processes in many countries.
They are perceived as:

 potential hazards to human health
and the environment,
 burdens degrading the value of
surrounding properties,
 barriers to local development and
contributors to urban sprawl,
 breeding grounds for neighbourhood
crime and other illegal activities, etc.
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The regeneration of brownfields has become
more common during the last two decades as
vacant developable land (or “greenfields”) is
less available, more expensive, and more
protected in densely populated areas. As a
result of emerging policies, economic
instruments and management tools are being
developed to support the regeneration
processes.
On the other hand, as the global economic
recession (or at least stagnation) proceeds,
investments are in decline, many industries
are disappearing or being moved to countries
with lower labour costs, and new brownfields
are emerging, while redevelopment is still
constrained by many barriers at economic,
legal, political, social and technological levels.
The regeneration of brownfields is a complex
and multidimensional problem that requires
further interdisciplinary research involving a
variety of disciplines, such as the technical
sciences, environmental science, human and
physical geography, economics, management
and marketing, political science, sociology,
law, etc. The regeneration of brownfields
should apply integrated approaches to create
awareness of change across different
stakeholder groups (politicians, developers,
local communities, NGOs, researchers,
experts, etc.) as well as across departmental
and
administrative
boundaries.
These
boundaries constitute the scope of landscape
planning and decision-making to manage the

required redevelopment processes as cost
effective,
profitable,
and
sustainable
economically, environmentally, and socially.
In terms of practical policy (i.e., spatial and
land-use
planning,
regeneration
management,
place
marketing,
etc.),
representatives of the public administration
and other decision makers at different
hierarchical levels (state governments,
regional authorities and regional development
agencies, local governments, etc.) should pay
special attention to the following strategic
tasks concerning brownfields:
 Inventorying – mapping, identification,
analysis and registration of existing
brownfields
in
specific
territorial
administrative units (regions, districts,
cities).
 Prioritizing – evaluating and classifying
brownfields
according
to
their
redevelopment potential, environmental
risk, or other criteria that assist in the
allocation of limited available resources
 Marketing – applying information from
databases and prioritizing for marketing
selected
(prioritized)
brownfields,
fundraising, searching for potential private
investors or public subsidies (e.g., EU
structural funds), promoting examples of
successful regenerations (“best practices”)
to stimulate the regeneration process.
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INTRODUCTION:
BROWNFIELDS PRIORITIZATION

1

According to the general definition, prioritization
is a process whereby a number of items are
ranked according to their perceived or
measured importance or significance.
Regarding brownfields, prioritization is a
process whereby a number of brownfields are
assessed, classified, and ranked according to

selected criteria
regeneration.

which

influence

their

Prioritization
allows
decision-makers
to
distribute limited available resources, time, and
energy to those brownfield sites that are
assessed and prioritized as the most critical,
practical, or profitable to address.

Oil lagoons in Ostrava
city
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Prioritization can be processed:
 at different territorial levels (e.g., country,
region, district, city, municipality, etc.),
 by applying different methodologies
(working with different factors, their relative
weights, and methods of calculation),
 with different prioritization criteria (e.g.,
potential economic profit for investors,
urgency of action with respect to existing
environmental hazards or health risks,
preservation of historical or architectural
heritage, or the current political desires or
requirements of local communities).

!

In the context of brownfield research, a large
number of different assessment models and
decision support tools have been developed to
help
stakeholders
with
brownfield
redevelopment, dealing with such various
aspects of the regeneration process as
environmental risk assessment, remediation
cost assessment, uncertainty assessment,
evaluation of project sustainability, managing
partnerships among involved stakeholders, etc.

RECOMMENDATION
To make an effective and relevant prioritization requires providing the prioritization tool with
detailed and reliable data and complex information about brownfield sites. A precise
mapping, identification, analysis, and inventorying of brownfields is the first step towards a
successful prioritization. Brownfield inventories (databases, registers) may have the form of a
table database (with basic descriptive data), info-sheets with more detailed information about
sites and on-going regeneration stages, and/or GIS layers (maps with coded sites and
additional information).
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The tools can be divided into two groups
(according to Chrysochoou, 2012):
(i) tools which assess management options for
a single brownfield (or a megasite),
(ii) tools which prioritize management options
for a cluster of sites or wide areas (states,
regions, cities).

Site prioritization tools are designed for
stakeholders who are responsible for wider
territories or clusters of brownfields and need to
identify which brownfield sites should be
preferably considered for further investigation
and/or given priority for regeneration.
The prioritization methodologies implemented
in the prioritization tools, are generally based
on the principles of multi-criteria decision
analysis (MCDA) assessing the sites according
to the selected sets of criteria (alternatively
called factors, indicators, or variables).
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TIMBRE PRIORITIZATION TOOL:
GOALS AND TARGET GROUPS

.

The general aim of the Timbre Prioritization
Tool is to assist stakeholders who are
participating in decision-making processes
related to wider territories or clusters
(portfolios) of brownfields in identifying which
brownfield sites should be preferably
considered for redevelopment or further
investigation. The tool helps to distribute and
direct limited resources, time, and energy
available toward those brownfield sites that are
assessed to be the most critical, urgent, or
profitable to regenerate.
The main target groups of end-users are
especially:
 state, regional, and local authorities
 landscape and urban planners
 regional development agencies
 grant agencies
 site owners
 investors
 developers

It is necessary to mention that the number of
potential end-users is increasing with public
availability of data. There are huge differences
both in the quality and the quantity of available
data
and
information.
This
can
be
demonstrated by means of the fully or partly
publically available brownfields databases (for
a national database see the Czech National
Database of Brownfields 2008; for regional
databases see Liberecký Region database
2013, South Moravian Region database 2013,
Tereny poprzemysłowe i zdegradowane 2013;
for municipal databases see Brno brownfields
2013 or Brachflächen in Leipzig 2013). The
Liberecký Region database is one example of a
very sophisticated publicly available database
(see page 10).
In some cases there are not publicly available
databases, (for example Romanian non-official
national database of brownfields created by
NEPA or brownfield databases owned by
private companies, as for example the GESA
or LEG companies from Germany) due to
legislation norms that strictly protect the rights
of owners, who do not want to give permission
to publish information (on the Internet) because
they are afraid of worsening their image and
decreasing the commercial values of their
properties.
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Liberec region database: example of a public available database with search functions
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The TIMBRE Prioritization Tool can serve both
the theoretically unlimited number of end-users
of publically available brownfield databases as
well as the limited number of end-users of nonpublically available or proprietary brownfield
databases. The system is protected against the
misuse of data. Each end-user can create a
unique identity and then evaluate and assess
his or her data in a protected account within the

on-line prioritization system. It is presupposed
that the more data and public information
related to brownfield sites is available, the
higher the efficiency and transparency of
decision-making processes can be achieved,
as more stakeholders can participate in
decision-making processes.

Brownfield regeneration for the needs of solar energy generation in Slavkov (a former
sugar factory)
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The needs of different types of stakeholders
even within the same group are very different.
For example there could be different kinds of
investors who have a huge variety of plans for
the regeneration of brownfield sites. Naturally
there will be different needs related to
brownfield prioritization among public investors
(who should aim to satisfy the needs of their
citizens) and private investors (who usually
want to achieve maximum profit). Under
different socioeconomic conditions, investors
interested in brightification of brownfields (the
reuse of brownfields for the needs of solar
power plants) will need a different kind of

prioritization than will investors who want to
reuse brownfields for services (for example a
shopping centre).
The different requirements for prioritization are
logically influenced by huge differences among
regeneration projects – see above the figure of
a solar power plant installed on a former sugar
factory site in Slavkov in comparison with the
shopping centre Vaňkovka in Brno, created on
the site of a former machinery factory. Each
kind of investor can simply use the TIMBRE
Prioritization Tool and create (based on their
needs) an individually tailored prioritization for
assisting in the decision making processes.

Brownfield regeneration for services - shopping centre Vaňkovka in Brno
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4

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE

.

PRIORITIZATION SYSTEM
The Timbre Prioritization tool contains three
pre-set dimensions, which are based on pre-set
factors (identified by means of different
research activities – see Frantál et al. 2012,
Klusáček et al. 2013). They represent different
indicators (both numerical data and verbal

information). The selection of indicators for the
prioritization system depends on end-users’
needs and on data availability. The Timbre
prioritization tool pre-set dimensions and preset factors (with pre-set weights) are shown in
following figure.

The three Timbre prioritization tool pre-set dimensions and their pre-set factors with
pre-set weights at the factor level (weights identified by means of a questionnaire
survey with approximately 350 respondents from four TIMBRE countries)
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Data for all three dimensions must be prepared
in an Excel file, which can then be uploaded
into the online prioritization system. End-users
can download a model file in Excel format from
within the online prioritization tool. The process
of data preparation is explained in detail in the
Manual for end-users (see Klusáček et al
2013), which is available not only in English but
for example also in German (see the figure).

German version of Prioritization Tool
Manual for end-users

The
first
pre-set
dimension
LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL is based on six
pre-set factors (land value, population density,
educational index, entrepreneurial activity,
peripherality, transport links), which can be
enriched with available data and information
related to different administrative or statistical
units. For example if the prioritization deals with
a regional database, it could be data related to
the municipalities. If the prioritization deals with
an urban database, it can use data related to
urban districts or to other urban spatial areas.
The first dimension includes the perspective of
surroundings conditions on the prioritization
system. It is necessary to presuppose that, for
example,
brownfields
in
successfully
developing municipalities have higher potential
for regeneration than brownfields in shrinking
municipalities (i.e., municipalities with the
occurrence
of
structural
problems
or
municipalities in peripheral regions where the
number of inhabitants is decreasing).
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The
second
pre-set
dimension
SITE
ATTRACTIVENESS AND MARKETABILITY is
built on five pre-set factors (specific
localization, previous use, infrastructure,
expected regeneration costs, and ownership)
which can be supplemented by available data
and information related to concrete brownfield
sites. These are usually part of the existing

brownfield databases. The second dimension
informs about the potential commercial use of
to concrete brownfield sites.
The third pre-set dimension ENVIRONMENTAL
RISKS is created by four pre-set factors
(contamination, area size, zoning, landscape
protection limits).

Oil lagoon in a former refinery in Ostrava - example of a heavily polluted type
of brownfield in an urban region
The third dimension involves the environmental
perspective of brownfield regeneration – in
other words, which brownfields should be
regenerated urgently because of environmental

risks (e.g., the occurrence of pollution near
human settlements with high population
densities or in the vicinity of environmentally
protected areas). An example is shown in the
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Ostrava oil lagoon figure, a site with a very
negative perception among local and regional
stakeholders because of
environmental
problems related to the localization of a heavily
polluted site within a large city.
The TIMBRE Prioritization System is flexible
and can be tailored according to the needs of
end-users. End-users can easily calculate not
only the scores for the specific pre-set
dimensions, but also a global score (a total
score resulting from the integration of all three

above-mentioned dimensions), as well as the
score resulting from the integration of only two
selected dimensions. Moreover, the results of
the prioritization system are influenced by the
quality and quantity of data and information, by
the normalization of numerical data and verbal
information, and by the setting of weights at the
levels of dimensions, factors, and indicators (if
the factor is represented by more than one
indicator).

Changing of weights end-users can change the weights but their sum has to
be 1
End-users can change the weights at the level
of dimensions, factors, and indicators (if the
factor is represented by more than one
indicator) according to their needs, but the sum
of the weights has to be always 1 (see figure

above). More information on how to use the online prioritization system is available in the
Manual for End-users (see Klusáček et al
2013).
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Incorrect use of the prioritization tool: the end-user is informed of an error by
red shading

!

Where to find the TIMBRE Prioritization Tool?
The TIMBRE Prioritization Tool is an online tool that can be found at:

http://www.timbre-project.eu/Prioritization-Tool.html
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TAILORING OF THE PRIORITIZATION TOOL
TO STAKEHOLDERS NEEDS

.

The tool for prioritizing brownfields has been
developed and widely discussed with endusers and experts on the issue of brownfields
since the initial stage of development. Every
advancing step that was made was presented
to groups of stakeholders during stakeholder
events organized by the Timbre consortium.

One of the core questions while discussing
the tool with experts was how to ensure that
none of the significant factors important for
regional context is missing (Brno, November
2013)
Feedback was carefully considered to enable
better applicability of the prioritization tool to
practice. Based on previous experience with

the existing brownfield tools and applications
developed in previous FP7 projects, and on
their acceptance by experts and usefulness to
end-users,
the
developers
considered
communication with stakeholders to be the
crucial point for the success of their work. For
this reason cooperation with the initiative called
Partnership for Czech Brownfields (organized
by the Technical University of Ostrava) was
developed at the beginning of the Timbre
project.
To reach a wider audience and allow the
participation of different groups of stakeholders,
the majority of the Timbre stakeholders' events
in the Czech Republic were organized in
cooperation with this initiative, which brings
together experts from both the private and
public spheres involved in various stages of
brownfield regeneration projects. A similar
approach targeted at a strong cooperation with
stakeholders while developing the prioritization
tool has been applied in Romania, Poland and
Germany, too.
First the factors underlying successful
brownfield regenerations were identified during
the Timbre stakeholders' workshops in
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Hunedoara, Romania (October 11-12, 2011); in
Ostrava, Czech Republic (October 6, 2011);
and in Bucharest, Romania (January 30, 2012),
by means of qualitative research methods
(questionnaire survey, interviews, focus
groups). Wide discussions took place
concerning the weights of each factor
identified. The final result was a collection of
pre-set weights in the prioritization tool. For the
identification of these weights, the opinions of
more than 370 experts from seven European
countries were gathered in a questionnaire
survey. The majority of the respondents come

from four EU countries that are the target areas
of the Timbre project (347 experts from the
Czech Republic, Poland, Germany, and
Romania). Questionnaires were gathered
during events with stakeholders organized by
the Timbre project, and via personal contacts
kindly provided by members of the Timbre
research consortium and collaborating partners
(workshops in Zielona Góra and Szprotawa in
March 2013), by the HOMBRE project
colleagues, and by the International Advisory
Board of the TIMBRE project (in Brno in March
2013).

The prioritization tool has been continuously tailored to the needs of stakeholders
involved in brownfield regeneration processes (Ostrava, March 2013)
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The prioritization tool was developed, tested,
and modified according to feedback from the
TIMBRE project partners and from end-users
(workshops in Ostrava in October 2012, March
2013, and October 2013; in Ústí nad Labem in
March 2013, in Brno in April 2013, and in Berlin
in November 2013). It can be considered an
example of a tailored solution for the brownfield
regeneration process.
Activities including prioritization tool tailoring
still continue. Special attention is paid to groups
of stakeholders related to larger sets of
brownfields (i.e., state, regional, and local
authorities;
urban
planners,
regional
development agencies, owners of site
portfolios, etc.).

The special TIMBRE workshops for end-users
from the studied countries where databases of
brownfields are available for testing the
prioritization tool (the Czech Republic,
Romania,
Germany
and
Poland)
will
demonstrate the functionality, applicability, and
user-friendly environment of the online
brownfield prioritization tool. The final version
of the prioritization tool, which will be available
from 1st April 2014, was prepared and tailored
according to the recommendations and needs
of end-users, experts, and stakeholders
involved in the brownfields regeneration
process.
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EXAMPLES OF RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT
TYPES OF BROWNFIELD DATABASES
NATIONAL DATABASE OF BROWNFIELDS

Case study Romania (NEPA data)
Romania is one of four model countries on
which the prioritization tool has been applied. A
national database was used because of its
simple definition of brownfields that are
primarily associated with environmental risk

and because of their considerably large area.
According to the Romanian Ministry of Waters
and Environment, the area of brownfields make
up 4 % of the total area of the country (0,9 - 1,0
mil. ha).
Methods of
presenting the
preliminary
results –
global scores for
all three
dimensions
based on a
selected sample
of data from
Romania
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Romania thus belongs among the countries
with the biggest share of polluted lands, caused
in particular by the huge industrialization of the
country during the socialist era, focusing on
heavy industry (raw materials extraction,
metallugry, engineering, and the chemical
industry)
and
its
subsequent
radical
deindustrialization after the fall of the Iron
Curtain.
The
national
database
of
Romanian
brownfields comprises 115 localities, including

areas of both industrial and agricultural
specialization, with proved or expected
contamination. The data was provided by
NEPA (the National Environmental Protection
Agency, falling under the Ministry of the
Environment and Sustainable Development) as
a partner of TIMBRE project. According to
statements by NEPA experts, the actual
number of all brownfield localities is estimated
to amount to 2,000 or even 2,500 sites.
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The prioritization of localities included in the
database was carried out using the
prioritization tool. Within three set dimensions,
13 factors were used, or more precisely 19
indicators, for each locality. Locations reaching
the highest ranking for regeneration preference
include former metallurgic or chemical plants
and ash and slag deposits; the least suitable
sites for utilization seem to be extraction sludge
storage, various oil separation and storage

parks, petroleum product storage, and areas of
mining waste, taking into consideration proved
or expected contamination, the extensiveness
of the sites, their location in or out of heavily
urbanized areas, and other aspects. The
revitalization and restoration of all monitored
localities is going to be rather costly and
socially difficult. Public and predominantly
private investments will be necessary.
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REGIONAL DATABASE OF BROWNFIELDS

Case study of the Silesian Voivodeship in Poland
The model areas were chosen in such a way
that they reflect the situation in various
countries of the European Union on different
spatial levels (country, region, city), while at the
same time reflecting the actual urgency of
solving the revitalization of brownfields. The
Silesian Voivodeship represents an example of
a Polish region with a tradition of heavy
industry and coal mining. The Silesian
Voivodeship was, like most regions oriented

around heavy industry and mining, strongly
affected by deindustralization after 1989. The
decline of coal mining and industrial production
meant the loss of use of the vast areas, which
gradually became brownfields (in Polish tereny
poprzemysłowe i zdegradowane).
Database of Brownfields
in the Silesian Voivodeship
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The brownfield database was developed by a
project co-financed by the European Regional
Development Fund (2009-2012). The project
was led and the database managed by the
Polish Central Mining Institute (Główny Instytut
Górnictwa).
The
database
represents
municipally and regionalally integrated tool for
collecting, processing, and publishing data on
brownfields. The next step is the prioritization
of sites.
The database included 690 brownfields. It
contains 23 indicators and 13 factors for each
brownfield site. Based on these data it is

possible to carry out the prioritization of
brownfields by allocating different weights to
individual factors and indicators. One of the
possible outcomes is a map like the one shown
above (an automatic cartographic visualization
using Google Maps). Green marks represent
brownfields with the greatest potential for
regeneration and red marks those with the
lowest potential. Indicators such as the
distance to a highway or railway did not
influence the results of the prioritization. The
indicators of brownfield size or contamination
were more significant than others.
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CITY DATABASE OF BROWNFIELDS

Case study Brno in the Czech Republic (data Brno City)
Political and economic changes after 1989
brought to an end or considerably reduced
traditional production activities in many older
industrial sites in Brno City, known for its
developed industrial base. Gradually focusing
on technologically advanced industrial sectors,

the production of small and middle-size
companies was moved to newly emerged
industrial estates and technology parks. This
resulted in a rapid growth in the number of
brownfields in Brno.

Database of Brownfields in Brno
visualization in map using google maps
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The prioritization of brownfields in Brno City
represents the lowest spatial level on which it is
possible to carry out prioritization. The
database of brownfields is administered by the
City of Brno, the materials being compiled by
the Property Department of the Brno City
Municipality. The database is publicly
accessible via Maps of brownfields of Brno
City, which was updated for the last time
towards the end of 2012. Only brownfields
exceeding 0,5 hectares and those whose

spatial utilization does not exceed 30 % of the
total area are included in the database.

It was not possible to use identical indicators
due to different spatial logic on the regional and
municipal levels. In the case of prioritization of
brownfields inside the cities, the indicators such
as distance to the regional centre, distance to
the motorway, or distance to an area with the
status of nature protection could not be utilized.
The distance to the regional centre was

exchanged by the distance to the city centre,
distance to the motorway was replaced with
distance to the railway station, and distance to
an area with the status of nature protection was
replaced by distance to preserved historical
buildings.

In total, 124 brownfield sites in the built-up area
of the city are registered in the database, which
represents an area of 418 hectares in total. 28
locations where revitalization is under process
are also included within the register. Brownfield
sites make up in total 4.86 % of the outlined
built-up area of Brno City. In three cadastres
the total area of all brownfields exceeded 10 %
of the total area (Zábrdovice, Trnitá, Ponava).

Methods of presenting the results in Google Maps
visualization in map using Google Maps
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Example of a brownfield in Brno
the former Vlněna textile factory visualization in map using Google Maps
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PRIVATE DATABASE OF BROWNFIELDS

Case study Saxony in Germany (brownfields owned by GESA)
Saxony is one of the 16 federal states in
Germany. Principally, it is not a spatial unit but
it demonstrates utilization of a database that is
owned by a private concern. Another special
characteristic of the German locality is its
definition of brownfields, which according to the
Umweltbundesamt Berlin agency applies only
to sites in an urban environment and is
described as „inner city buildings under no use
and inner city areas for redevelopment and
refurbishment“. Saxony has a 200-year-old

industrial tradition based on textiles and later
on engineering and the electrotechnical
industry. Part of the landscape bordering
Poland in the east and the Czech Republic in
the south was hugely transformed by brown
coal mining. The socialist era strengthened the
industrial status of Saxony in the former
German Democratic Republic. The transition to
a market economy caused the end of traditional
economic structures and the formation of
present-day brownfields.

The Saxony database includes 99 sites with
The prioritization of locations included in the
various utilizations, predominantly remains of
database was carried out using the
industry, trade, transport, and the military,
prioritization tool. Within three set dimensions
which all are elements typical for an urban
14 factors were used, or more precisely 19
environment. The data was provided by the
indicators for each locality. Localities reaching
GESA agency (the Society for Brownfield
the
highest
preferential
ranking
for
Development and Decontamination Ltd.),
regeneration include former engineering and
which is one of the private partners of the
chemical plants, but also several dump sites
TIMBRE project. The brownfileds are in the
and disposal sites located in big cities
company's private ownership. The GESA
(Leipzig, Dresden, Chemnitz, Zwikau, Plauen,
agency works in six federal states and owns
and more). The least suitable for utilization
and
administers
approximately
3,000
seem to be localities labelled as “other”, e.g.,
hectares of various types of abandoned and
former petrol stations, various dump sites,
contaminated objects and sites, dump sites,
and smaller factories (glassworks, tanneries,
Methods of presenting the results and brownfields.
etc.) located in smaller cities. Despite the fact
visualization in map using Google
Maps
that this
database includes merely a fraction
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of the brownfield sites in Saxony, it is obvious
that heavily urbanized areas and frequently
proved contamination will play a vital part
when regenerating brownfields. The private

ownership and the effort of GESA agency for
quick and consistent commercial resolution
may have a positive effect.

Methods of presenting the results – a table of global scores in three
dimensions
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SUMMARY
Many EU member countries have been
influenced by structural changes (industrial,
agricultural, mining, transport, military,
residential, etc.) At EU, national, regional, and
local levels different groups of stakeholders
(e.g., elected representatives of the public
administration, investors, owners, residents,
NGOs, etc.) have to deal with the occurrence
of brownfields and with the problems related
to the existence of abandoned and neglected
brownfield sites (environmental burdens,
worsening of image, increase of crime etc.).
Successful brownfield regeneration is quite a
complicated
process
requiring
the
participation
of
relevant
groups
of
stakeholders, who need to be well informed to
achieve suitable decisions and solutions for
specific brownfield sites.
Within different counties there are different
strategies applied for trying to improve the
efficiency of brownfield regeneration. At the
beginning, there is usually a collecting of data
and information on brownfield sites in the
form of brownfield databases. These
brownfield databases, which were created
either by the public administration (e.g., state
agencies, regional or municipal selfgovernment, etc.) or by private companies,
contain huge amounts of data and
information, which can improve the decision-

making process of the relevant groups of
stakeholders. The problem is that for
stakeholders it is usually quite difficult to
analyse the data and information from
existing brownfields databases.
The Timbre prioritization tool is a suitable
instrument, which assists stakeholders
participating
in
the
decision-making
processes related to wider territories or
clusters of brownfields (portfolios) to identify
which brownfield sites should be preferentially
considered for regeneration or for further
investigation. The Timbre prioritization tool
helps to distribute and direct limited
resources, time, and energy available into
those brownfield sites that are assessed as
the most critical, urgent, or profitable to
regenerate. The Timbre prioritization tool was
tested using brownfield databases from four
TIMBRE-studied countries (the Czech
Republic, Germany, Poland, and Romania),
as well as by different types of brownfield
databases (urban, regional, national, and
private), and it was modified according to
feedback from stakeholders in the studied
countries. The testing process showed that
the final version of the web-based Timbre
prioritization tool is a suitable instrument for
stakeholders in the different EU member
countries.
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9

GLOSARY
Actors are stakeholders involved in brownfield
revitalization processes who assume an active
role in guiding these processes based on their
goals and means. This report distinguishes three
categories of actors: primary actors, who are the
principal addressees of the Timbre tools because
they are involved in the regeneration of specific
sites on a full-time basis; secondary actors are
also involved in brownfield regeneration and they
are also addressees of Timbre, even if their focus
typically extends beyond the revitalization of a
specific sites, while their interests can be
convergent or divergent with those of the primary
actors; and veto players who have decisionmaking power to foster or block brownfield
revitalization, but largely from outside the
brownfield market itself. In this sense, veto
players are animated by political and/or economic
interests, which Timbre researchers can (and
should) take into account but which they cannot
effectively influence through their research
activities and outcomes (i.e. Timbre tools).
Brownfield
–
CABERNET has defined
brownfields as sites which (1) have been affected
by former uses of the site or surrounding land; (2)
are derelict or underused; (3) are mainly in fully
or partly developed urban areas; (4) require
intervention to bring them back to beneficial use;
(5) and may have real or perceived contamination
problems. TIMBRE is focusing on Megasites,

which are understood to be a subcategory of
brownfields.
Brownfield

regeneration

or

revitalization – These terms will be used
interchangeably as both refer to the "genesis" or
"coming back to life" of a brownfield.
Regeneration or revitalization involves the
process of turning around deprived communities
and lands in decaying neighbour-hoods (Brown,
2003). It consists of two specific processes: one is
the decontamination or remediation of a specific
site and the other is the social, economic or
cultural redevelopment of the site in view of
future uses. The remediation consists, broadly
speaking, of an investigation stage and a
remediation stage, which can also occur at the
same time. The remediation of contaminated
sites includes those actions aimed at the removal,
control,
containment,
or
reduction
of
contaminants or exposure pathways, so that the
site, taking account of its current use or approved
future use, no longer poses a significant risk to
human health or the environment. Remediation
actions may involve monitored natural recovery.
Redevelopment involves bringing a site to a
condition where it can be reused, which means
buildings ready to be occupied as well as
infrastructure and services ready to be used.
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Dimension – In the context of prioritization, a
dimension is a group of factors (and their
indicators) of a similar character, i.e., a group of
factors representing components of specific
phenomena. The Timbre prioritization tool
includes by design three dimensions of factors: (i)
local redevelopment potential, (ii) site
attractiveness and marketability, and (iii)
environmental risk.
End-users – An end-user is a person who will
(potentially) use a product, in this case Timbre
products such as the prioritization tool. In the
context of the web-based planning tool, an end
user – in contrast to a power user – is allowed to
modify or delete scenarios created by him or her,
or to create new re-use scenarios. The end-user
can see and utilize other scenarios created by
other users.
Factors (Success factors) – Generally
defined, a factor is anything that contributes to a
result or a process. In the Timbre context, the
success factors are considered facts (conditions,
circumstances, actors, agencies) that are
determinants and/or contributors to the
successful regeneration of brownfields (i.e., input
variables), in such a way that they (i) are the
causes of the fact that some brownfields have
become objects of concern by investors,
politicians, experts, or other actors; (ii) have been
prioritized as the most critical, urgent, or
profitable to invest money, time, and energy into;
(iii) have been regenerated and newly used, while

other sites are out of attention, stay neglected
and derelict, or the process of their regeneration
has not been successfully completed. The
objective has been to survey, identify and classify
factors that are significant for a successful
regeneration process. The factors that have been
selected as the most significant are to become
the basis of the prioritization methodology and
the prioritization tool. In the existing brownfield
literature, the (success) factors are alternatively
called criteria or variables.
Indicators – An indicator is a measure,
generally quantitative, that can be used to
illustrate and communicate complex phenomena
simply, including trends and progress over time.
Many success factors are more or less complex
phenomena that can be expressed in general
terms (e.g., peripherality, transport links, etc.) or
are represented by nominal (non-numerical)
string variables (e.g., previous use, zone of
location,
etc.).
Indicators
represent
simplifications and quantifications of factors into
measurable variables (e.g., peripherality 
distance [km] from regional centre). Usually one
factor can be measured via several alternative or
complementary indicators. The selection of
specific indicators is determined mostly by the
availability of data. – ‘An indicator provides a clue
to a matter of larger significance or makes
perceptible a trend or phenomenon that is not
immediately detectable. An indicator is a sign or
symptom that makes something known with a
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reasonable degree of certainty. An indicator
reveals, gives evidence, and its significance
extends beyond what is actually measured to a
larger phenomenon of interest.’ (IETF, 1996)
Multi-criteria

analysis,

Multi-criteria

decision analysis (MCA/MCDA) – Multi
Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) supports
decision-makers in the evaluation and ranking or
selection of different alternatives, using a
systematic analysis that allows for overcoming
the limitations of unstructured individual or group
decision-making. Multi-criteria analysis is a
method of research and decision-making analysis
that is particularly applicable to complex
problems where a single-criterion approach falls
short and it is necessary to include a full range of
geographical, economic, social, environmental,
technical, and other factors. MCDA is the
methodological basis of the Timbre prioritization
tool
for
the
user-friendly
assessment,
classification, and ranking (i.e., prioritization) of
individual brownfield sites.
Normalisation – In statistical applications, a
normalization of data means adjusting values measured on different scales to a notionally common
scale. In the Timbre context, as related to the
prioritization methodology, normalization of data
means converting variables that are of different
scales into variables of similar scales, respectively
into dimensionless indexes on a scale of 0 to 1. In
the existing statistical literature, normalization is
alternatively called standardization.

Prioritization
–
Generally
defined,
prioritization is a process whereby an individual
or a group place a number of items in rank order
based on their perceived or measured importance
or significance. In the Timbre context,
prioritization is the process whereby a number of
brownfields are evaluated, classified into groups
or placed in rank order based on their perceived
or measured importance or significance regarding
their regeneration. This process is supported by a
prioritization tool that has been developed in
Timbre WP3. Prioritization allows stakeholders to
distribute and direct limited available resources,
time, and energy into those brownfield sites that
are assessed as the most critical, urgent, or
profitable to address. The prioritization can be
processed with sets of brownfields at different
spatial levels or with sets of brownfields of
different portfolios (cross-regional), applying
various methodologies (working with different
selections of factors and weightings) and
depending on different prioritization criteria (e.g.,
a potential economic profit for investors, an
urgency of action in respect to existing
environmental hazards or health risks, actual
political desires or requirements of local
communities, efforts for the preservation of
historical or architectural heritage, a potential for
development of renewable energy projects, etc.).
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Prioritization tool – The prioritization tool is
one of the key Timbre products. The general
purpose of the prioritization tool is to assist
stakeholders who are responsible for wider
territories (states, regions, districts, cities, etc.) or
clusters of brownfields (portfolios) to identify
which brownfield sites should be preferably
considered for redevelopment or further
investigation.
Stakeholders – In the Timbre context,
stakeholder is a person, group, or organization
with an interest in the problem of brownfield
regeneration
(brownfield
stakeholders).
Brownfield stakeholders are considered to be
potential end-users of Timbre products, such as of
the prioritization tool, the Expert System, and the
Megasite Management Toolsuite.
Success metrics – Generally defined, a
metric is a system of measurement that facilitates
the quantification of some particular characteristic. In the Timbre context, the success metrics
are considered to constitute the system of
individual weighting of factors that reflect their
relative significance in the process of brownfield
regeneration. Identification of success factors,
selection according to their significance, and the
elicitation of their weightings (metrics) are the
initial steps for the prioritization of brownfields.
Success Matrix – Success factors and success
metrics together constitute the Success Matrix.
Success Matrix is considered an analytical

framework of success factors, their measurable
indicators and weightings (metrics) which are
relevant and significant for the process of
brownfield assessment and prioritization.
Tailoring – Generally defined, a tailoring is
considered to make, alter, or adapt something for
specific requirements or measurements. In the
Timbre
context,
tailoring
means
the
development, adaptation, and modification of the
developed tools (such as the prioritization tool,
the Expert System or the Megasite Management
Toolsuite) according to the specific requirements
of end-users as discovered through sets of
surveys, workshops, focus groups, demonstration
studies, etc.
Tool – something (as an instrument or apparatus)
used in performing an operation or necessary in
practice of a vocation or profession (e.g. characterization instruments, remediation techniques,
analytical tests, metrics, elements of a computer
program, information support systems etc.).
Weighting (weights) – Generally defined,
the process of weighting involves highlighting the
contribution of some aspects of a phenomenon to
a final effect or result, giving them more (or less)
weight in the analysis. In the Timbre context, all
factors included in the prioritization methodology
do not contribute equally to the final result (the
calculation of a prioritization score); some factors
are adjusted (by adding a higher weight) to
contribute more than others.
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Disclaimer
This document is aimed at assisting brownfield regeneration stakeholders. It is provided for information
purposes only and its contents are not intended to replace consultation of any applicable legal sources or
the necessary advice of a legal expert, where appropriate.
This document has been produced in the context of the TIMBRE project. The research leading to these
results has received funding from the European Community's Seventh Framework Programme (FP7 20112014) under grant agreement no 265364.
All information in this document is provided "as is" and no guarantee or warranty is given that the
information is fit for any particular purpose. The user, therefore, uses the information at its sole risk and
liability. For the avoidance of all doubts, the European Commission has no liability in respect of this
document, which is merely representing the authors view.
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For further information visit: http://www.timbre-project.eu/Prioritization-Tool.html
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